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ABSTRACT

At high temperature, MgAl2O4 spinel is stabilized by disorder of Mg and Al between octahedral and
tetrahedral sites. This behaviour has been measured up to 1700 K in recent neutron experiments, but
the extrapolation of subsequently fitted thermodynamic models is not reliable. First principles
simulation of the electronic structure of such minerals can in principle accurately predict disorder, but
would require unfeasibly large computing resources. We have instead parameterized on-site and short-
ranged cluster potentials using a small number of electronic structure simulations at zero temperature.
These potentials were then used in large-scale statistical simulations at finite temperatures to predict
disordering thermodynamics beyond the range of experimental measurements. Within the temperature
range of the experiment, good agreement is obtained for the degree of order. The entropy and free
energy are calculated and compared to those from macroscopic models.
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Introduction

IN the ground state at zero temperature, MgAl2O4

spinel contains Mg in tetrahedra and Al in
octahedra. At high temperatures, disorder from
cation exchange between these sites increases the
thermodynamic stability. This in turn affects
partitioning of Al between this and other mantle
phases, and thus global geophysical and geochem-
ical models. Accurate knowledge of the thermo-
dynamics of this disorder is therefore required.

Recent neutron diffraction measurements by
Redfern et al. (1999) obtained values for the order
parameter and bond lengths up to approximately
1700 K. However, this range is insuf� cient to
distinguish between different models of disorder
and properly describe the degree of short-range
order. Here we demonstrate a method of obtaining
thermodynamic properties from � rst principles
over a large range of temperatures, tested by
reference to these experimental results.

Cation disorder has been studied in several
mineral systems with computer simulations, but in
most cases disorder takes place between sites
which will be indistinguishable at high tempera-

ture, such as Al/Si disorder over equivalent
tetrahedral sites. This has the consequence that
the transition will occur at a well-de� ned
temperature Tc, and that reversing the state of
the system by replacing each cation with one of
other species should have no effect on the energy.
Such systems can be modelled by a series of
interactions between cations in different sites and
such models have been successfully demonstrated
(Thayaparam et al., 1996; Dove et al., 1996).

However, in spinel, the two sites associated
with Mg and Al at low temperatures are not
equivalent, and even apart from the restrictions of
stochiometry the cation distribution could not be
inverted without greatly changing the energy. An
extra effect must therefore be included in any
atomistic model. Here we refer to this as the
‘chemical potential’ in analogy to the effect of
replacing a Mg by an Al ion. The energy
difference between a Mg atom in a tetrahedron
and in an octahedron is therefore dependent on
this chemical potential m. This potential also
affects the nature of the phase transition by
removing the sharp transition point, rendering the
transition non-convergent with the order para-
meter never falling to zero.

The degree of exchange between tetrahedra and
octahedra can be quanti� ed by the degree of
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inversion x giving the fraction of Al in tetrahedral
sites. Complete order thus has x = 0 and complete
anti-order at x = 1 gives maximum exchange with
octahedral sites half occupied with Mg. A fully
disordered structure has x = 2/3. Alternatively, the
order parameter Q may be used, de� ned as unity
for perfect order and zero for the random state.
This generates the relation Q = 1 3x/2.

In this work we formulate a simple model for
the disordering process in terms of one-, two- and
three-body interactions between neighbouring
sites. The strengths of these interactions are
determined from very accurate electronic struc-
ture calculations. The simple model is then used
in very large simulations to predict the disor-
dering thermodyamics without any input from
experiment, and we show that good agreement
with experiment is obtained.

Determination of interaction parameters

We aim to represent the complex electronic
effects involved in exchange of Mg and Al ions
with a small number of effective interactions
between sites. The exact choice of interactions is
described below, but further details of the � tting
process are described by Warren et al. (2000).

Interaction strengths can be determined from a
more sophisticated model, by adjusting them to
best reproduce the calculated energies of a set of
cation con� gurations. The accuracy of the
reference model will of course affect the
reliability of the simple model generated, but as
simulation methods increase in accuracy they also
increase in the requirements for computational
resources.

Several previous studies, referenced by Dove et
al. (1996), applied this technique to results from
an empirical code using interatomic potentials
optimized for mineral systems, with succesful
results. However, all but one of these studies were
applied to convergent ordering in systems with
only one type of site, in which the dominant
mechanism is elastic interaction via bond-bending
and stretching. The one case in which sites were
distinct concerned non-equivalent tetrahedral sites
so is still rather different to the case discussed
here.

However, in spinel there will be signi� cant
electronic effects as the number of coordinating
oxygens changes around the cations, from [4] to
[6]. A more sophisticated reference model is thus
needed, which calculates the energy by � nding the
electron distribution, and so is capable of

accurately calculating the differences in
bonding. In this work we use the density
functional theory in the local density approxima-
tion, with pseudopotentials representing the
atomic cores and a plane-wave basis set for the
electron distribution (Payne et al., 1992), thus
making no assumptions about the bonding.
Simulations were performed with the CETEP
code (Clarke et al., 1992) on a parallel super-
computer.

For each cation con� guration used, the cell
vectors and atomic positions were relaxed to
equilibrium, in recognition that the lattice vectors
of individual unit cells in a real disordered crystal
will vary between cells, and may not be
orthogonal. These simulations required large
amounts of computer time, and the process was
restricted to only ten con� gurations. These were
chosen by � rst including the ground state and an
ordered (cubic) inverse con� guration, and then
selecting eight others with the number of Mg $
Al exchanges NX ranging from one to eight. The
positions of Mg and Al within this constraint were
chosen randomly.

The energies obtained from this process
showed a clear increase from NX = 0 to both the
random and ordered NX = 8. In the absence of
other interactions, the chemical potential would
be obtained from linear � tting of these data; it was
thus shown to be a signi� cant effect which must
be included for realistic modelling.

A variety of parameterization schemes were
used, with between four and six terms: a reference
energy, an on-site term, pair exchange energies
and three-body terms. Three-body terms were
found necessary for a good � t to the � rst-
principles data, but good agreement with avail-
able experimental data was obtained with only
one of each class of terms. A linear least-squares
� t was used to � nd the parameters from each
� tting scheme, discussed in detail by Warren et al.
(2000).

The scheme which was found to best � t the
� rst-principles data with the smallest number of
parameters, and thus to be the most robust, used a
single pair interaction term, between [4]-[6] pairs
sharing oxygen atoms, and a [4]-[6]-[6] three-
body cluster term for sites with a common oxygen
atom. This choice of parameterization does not
imply that these are the only active interactions in
the system, but rather that it is emprically found to
include the essential processes with simplicity at
the cost of accepting that complicated interactions
have been absorbed into representative terms.
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The chemical potential was � tted using the
number of Mg$Al exchanges which had been
made in each structure. Pair interaction (J) terms
were � tted by the number of unlike bonds (i.e.
Mg-Al) in each structure for each set of
interactions. The three-body terms were � t to
the sums of the products of the three spins (where
 1 represents Ca and +1 Mg). Values of m =
0.4318 eV, J1 = 0.0286 eV and K466 =
 0.0153 eV were obtained from this � t.

Monte Carlo simulations

The parameters described above de� ne a very
simple model which can then give the energy of
any cation distribution to a good approximation.
However, the average energy at a given
temperature, taking into account thermal � uctua-
tions, is required to describe the thermodynamics
of disorder.

Monte Carlo simulations sample a large number
of con� gurations and yield an average energy
properly weighted with the Boltzmann factors of
each contributing instantaneous con� guration. The
simplicity of the parameterized models allows a
very large number of unit cells to be used to
generate possible con� gurations, thus giving
accurate equilibrium properties. The average
order parameter can also be calculated, and in
this work can then be compared directly to those
from experimental measurements. The kinetics of
the disordering process are not predicted by Monte
Carlo simulations, since the diffusion paths and
mechanisms for disorder are not considered.

The only structural information put into these
simulations is the connectivity. Changes in the
volume and bondlengths with different ionic
con� gurations are included only via the para-
meterization of energies from full cell relaxation.
Vibrational entropy is not included but is not
expected to be the dominant effect (Dove, 1997);
this has not been proved but good results have
been obtained in other systems with this
assumption. Furthermore, the fact that the results
� t the experimental data, and that the experi-
mental behaviour can be well � t with statistical
disorder models (Redfern et al., 1999) suggest
that this assumption is valid.

Our Monte Carlo simulation cell contained
86868 unit cells, each of 24 cations as above.
Simulations were performed with 107 attempted
exchanges and separate runs started at different
temperatures gave identical results within the
level of noise.

Order parameter

Figure 1 shows the order parameter as a function
of temperature, over the range of the experimental
data. Two � ts by Redfern et al. (1999) to the
experimental data, using both a Landau and the
O’Neill and Navrotsky (O’Neill and Navrotsky,
1983) functions are shown, but the limited range
of those measurements is not suf� cient to
distinguish between these models, or to distin-
guish clearly between different Landau formula-
tions. The ordering process is kinetically limited
below ~1000 K, so � tted functions are extra-
polated below this point.

The order parameter predicted by the Monte
Carlo simulations is higher than that measured
experimentally for almost all temperatures, and
does not lie within experimental error bars.
However, it should be remembered that only
four parameters were � tted to the � rst-principles
data, and since the reference energy E0 will not
affect the order parameter, only three parameters
are effectively controlling the disorder. This
prediction is obtained without any input from
experiment, and with a large degree of simpli� ca-
tion, so we regard this level of agreement with
experimental results as a successful demonstration
of the method.

At higher temperatures than those shown in
Fig. 1 the Monte Carlo results lie in between the
two extrapolated � ts, which differ in Q by less
than 0.06. However, at high temperatures the
energies of interaction are increasingly overcome
by entropy of disorder, and so we would expect
the model to perform well here.

The order parameter behaviour is discussed
further below, in the context of the Landau model
for phase transitions.

Thermodynamic properties

The Monte Carlo simulations give values for the
enthalpy H(T) over a range of temperatures, but
we wish to extend this to give the entropy and free
energy. The method of thermodynamic integra-
tion was used (Yeomans, 1992) in which the full
system is compared to a simple system for which
the free energy is known; the full free energy can
then be calculated from the enthalpies of a set of
intermediate systems. During the Monte Carlo
calculations, a range of temperatures T are used,
giving Boltzmann factors J/T (for a representative
interaction J). This is analogous to using a
variable interaction strength J/T at constant
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temperature. If J/T falls to zero, a non-interacting
system is obtained, which will have complete
disorder. In that extreme only a con� gurational
entropy Scon� g contributes to the free energy. We
thus have a natural link between a known simple
system and the full system, and obtain the
Helmholtz free energy F(T) (Myers et al., 1998).

From values of F(T) and H(T) one can deduce
S(T). In the non-interacting system the entropy
would be klnW for the number of ways W in
which the cations could be redistributed, but the
fact that different con� gurations have different
energies imposes at least short-range order,
reducing the disorder and hence the entropy. At
high temperatures, the system approaches
complete cation disorder, and thus S(T)
approaches its maximum value Scon� g asymptoti-
cally as Q approaches zero. Scon� g can be
calculated analytically (O’Neill and Navrotsky,
1983) and is 15.88 J mol  1 K  1.

Figure 2 shows the calculated entropy and a
value presented by Wood et al. (1986), who
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FIG. 1. Order parameter Q as a function of temperature over the temperature range of recent experimental
measurements. Neutron diffraction measurements (Redfern et al., 1999) were carried out at both the Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory (ISIS) and the Argonne National Laboratory (IPNS) and at the latter measurements were made
during cooling as well as heating. The experimental behaviour is affected by kinetics below 1000 K. The prediction
from Monte Carlo calculations is shown (solid line) together with two � ts of standard empirical models (dotted

lines).
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FIG. 2. Entropy as a function of temperature, calculated
from thermodynamic integration of H(T) obtained from
Monte Carlo simulations. The entropy required to
reproduce known phase diagrams (Wood et. al, 1986)

at 1000 K is shown for comparison.
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calculated the entropy needed to reproduce known
phase boundaries at one temperature. The
theoretical prediction presented here is in very
good agreement with their value.

Fitting of Landau functions

Phase transitions in minerals are often described
by the thermodynamics of a Landau function,
which describes the free energy as a function of
order parameter and temperature. It is usually
written as:

F …Q; T† ˆ F0 ‡ a
2

…T  Tc†Q2 ‡ b
a

Q4 ‡ c
6

Q6 ‡

By requiring  G/ Q ˆ 0 at any T, the
equilibrium Q(T) and F(T) are obtained. The
simulations in this work have produced values for
both F(T) and Q(T), so if the Landau model is a
good description of the system we should be able
to � t both sets of data simultaneously with a
single set of parameters.

However, for the case of spinel we include two
further terms. Firstly the asymmetry between Q
and  Q expressed by the chemical potential
removes the usual symmetry restriction to only
even powers of Q, so a term hQ is included.
Secondly, the free energy of the non-interacting
reference system described above must be
included. This is simply TScon� g, representing
the constant entropy of a fully disordered system.
It is thus independent of Q and has no effect on
the order parameter as function of T.

We thus expect a free energy of the form

F …Q; T † ˆ

F0 ‡ hQ ‡ a
2

…T  Tc†Q2 ‡ b
n

Qn  TSconfig …2†

where the highest power of Q has an exponent
n 5 3: here we try both n = 4 and n = 6. F0 is
independent of both Q and T; temperature
dependence of the reference free energy is
represented by TScon� g. At any given T, this
predicts that the equilibrium order parameter is
given by  F/ Q, so the T needed for some Q to
be stable is

T ˆ  h ‡ aQTc  bQn  1

aQ
…3†

and the free energy may thus be expressed as a
function of T only. The value of Tc does not
identify a sharp point where Q would fall to zero

in a simple convergent phase transition, but is
instead now a generalized reference temperature.

The Landau potential is well known to fail to
describe behaviour at very low temperatures,
since it cannot reproduce the plateau of Q = 1
in that region. We thus do not attempt to � t below
some Tmin: a high value of Tmin gives a very good
� t but a lower value does not perform so well and
shows signi� cant changes in the resulting
parameters. Above this temperature, these
adapted functions for F(T) and Q(T) were � tted
simultaneously to the Monte Carlo data using a
generalized least squares scheme for the para-
meters {F0,h,a,b,Tc}, weighted between the two
functions to best � t both of them. The results are
shown in Fig. 3 and the parameters given in
Table 1. The reference free energy F0 is
essentially arbitrary since it takes its reference
point from the Monte Carlo parameterization, not
the component oxides or other conventional
energy.

Conclusions

We have demonstrated that even a limited number
of accurate electronic structure calculations are
suf� cient to parameterize effective interactions
and predict the thermodynamics of disorder in
MgAl2O4 spinel. This work con� rms that a
chemical potential term is signi� cant in this
non-convergent system, and that its accurate
determination requires � rst principles calcula-
tions. The success of this test against experimental
results therefore provides con� dence that the
method may be applied to other systems.

TABLE 1. Values of parameters in the Landau free
energy function, with either n = 4 or n = 6 and for
different minimum temperatures. The known value
of Scon� g was reproduced within 6% in a separate
unconstrained � t. The function with an n = 6 term
gave slightly better � tting for both Tmin.

Tmin 700 K 1100 K
n 4 6 4 6

h (kJ mol  1)  21.9  25.0  26.7  27.4
Tc (K) 654 282 166 83
a (kJ mol  1 K 1) 0.030 0.030 0.030 0.030
b (kJ mol  1) 20.0 5.67
c (kJ mol  1) 12.5 4.85
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A small number of reference calculations
directly limits the number of terms which can
be � tted reliably, and the small number of terms
here will only be a generalized representation of
the interactions rather than a comprehensive set of
individual terms. Within this constraint three-
body terms were found necessary to match
reference energies well. However, the three
active terms used in this work are thus not
expected to be properly independent. As � rst
principles methods become more ef� cient, and
available computing power increases, larger
number of con� gurations and thus more detailed
� ts will become practicable.

We have also shown that the Landau model for
F(Q,T) can be � tted consistently away from
ordered state to obtain all parameters. However,
the cleaner data provided by simulation serves to
demonstrate that, as expected, at low temperatures
the Landau description fails signi� cantly and
more sophisticated models would be needed to
describe the whole temperature range. However,
in the region of rapidly increasing disorder, a
reasonable � t can be obtained.

The Monte Carlo method described here is
presently being extended to systems with more
than two cation species, in order to study systems
with competing or cooperative disorder with more
than one order parameter.
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